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Abstract
The paper presents a general concept of smart design and production control as key elements for efficient operation of a smart factory. The authors present various techniques that aid the design process of individualized products and organization of their production in the context of realization of the mass customization strategy, which allows a shortened time of development for a new product. Particular attention was paid to integration of additive manufacturing technologies and virtual reality techniques, which are a base of the so-called hybrid prototyping.
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Introduction
Fulfilling individual requirements of clients is becoming a more important factor in determining the competitiveness of an enterprise [1]. In the near future, companies that strive at realization of a concept of a smart factory will become leaders in this field. In a smart factory, the role of a human is greatly limited, with a focus on automatic gathering and processing of data about processes and production machines [2]. Use of modern information technologies, such as the cyber-physical systems or the internet of things, and the processing of vast amounts of data (Big Data), is a foundation of a concept known as Industry 4.0 [3, 4]. Industry 4.0 assumes preparation of a computerized, intelligent manufacturing environment, guaranteeing flexibility and high efficiency of production, integration of different activities and effective communication between a client and a producer, as well as between the producer and suppliers. The concept of Industry 4.0 joins technological achievements from recent years with a vision of future intelligent and automated production systems, in which a real world is connected with a virtual one, ensuring more efficient use of available information [5].

In practice, achieving full capability to organize production in conformity with the Industry 4.0 concept, especially by the SMEs, will surely require 10–20 years. However, it can be assumed that the smart factories of the future will be autonomous units, able to plan, organize and even control the production themselves. This is why the idea of Industry 4.0 can be key in realizing assumptions of a strategy known as mass customization (MC), which is focused on fulfilling individual client requirements by production companies [6].

Although the MC concept has been known for years, its effective implementation is still an immense challenge [7–9] because it requires the manufacturers to be ready to change variants of products and their manufacturing processes efficiently, as well as to se-
lect the best solutions according to different criteria (economics, quality). Therefore, building smart factories cannot be limited only to new technical solutions in the area of manufacturing itself. Their functioning will have to be based upon knowledge based on the experience of the whole company (on the basis of earlier production cases), analysis and exchange of a large amount of current data (requirements versus production capabilities), as well as rapid testing of many alternative solutions through advanced simulations. Without perfection of the product design processes and preparation and control of their manufacturing, efficient achievement of the MC assumptions and maintaining their positive results will not be possible (Fig. 1).

Achieving goals defined this way requires taking a risk with investment in new tools, from the area of the advanced CAx systems, virtual reality technologies or additive manufacturing processes, aiding both virtual and physical preparation of a new product design. Digital models of products and production processes, enriched with a properly prepared knowledge base, are essential elements of intelligent IT systems, integrating configuration of a product by a client on the one side and automatic preparation of an appropriate product design and its manufacturing process in a company on the other side.

The aim of this paper is to present concepts of smart product design and smart production control as necessary elements of a smart factory able to realize the MC strategy in an efficient way.

**Challenges of mass customization**

Mass customization is defined through a certain sort of contradiction. By assumption, it should join advantages of single piece production (individually and precisely) and mass production (quickly and inexpensively). Its implementation is highly attractive from a client’s point of view, but it is a significant hindrance for a company and brings a risk of failure, especially as a result of increase of design and manufacturing costs. In contrast to mass production, which is large amounts of repeatable (often identical) products, MC allows fulfilment of the expectations of every client by adjusting a product to the client’s needs.

The MC strategy becomes a competitive strategy under the condition that the company is able to quickly respond to expectations and requirements of its customers. In other words, it is able to join the MC strategy with another strategy known in literature as Quick Response [10]. This connection is possible if a company has a flexible manufacturing system and a possibility of rapid design (in terms of duration), as well as implementation of new products and processes of their manufacturing.
A measure of flexibility of a manufacturing system is its capability to perform different tasks and the “speed” at which it can be prepared for a new task. Rapid design of a product means automated design, while rapid implementation of a process is related to use of rapid manufacturing techniques. The scheme in Fig. 2 shows that if any of these factors – flexibility or automation – is not sufficient, it is difficult to realize the Quick Response goal. In the case of an insufficient flexibility, products designed in a short time must still wait for their turn. If, on the other hand, the design is failing (meaning that it lasts too long), the manufacturing system is then not fully loaded. In both cases the customer lead time is prolonged and can be unacceptable.

Effectiveness of the MC strategy is also highly dependent on the kind of influence on a product shape that is in the hands of its recipient, because the range of configuration of a designed product is still decided by its producer. The highest level of customization, known as the collaboration customization, is achieved when a recipient is assumed to be engaged during design and manufacturing of a product variant [7]. To this end, special types of software applications are used more and more frequently – product configurators. They allow clients to precisely define their requirements themselves. The configurators have found application in many branches, e.g., automotive, clothing, furniture or civil engineering, and aid the sales process and improve communication between the producer and the recipient. Dynamic development of web-based applications in recent years has forced companies to share variant product configurators with their clients through the Internet [11]. In a typical configuration process, there is a choice inside a limited set of variable options and their values, while some solutions allow a recipient to define them freely, further increasing the customization level. A number of product variants possible to obtain is, in such a case, theoretically unlimited. This increases the attractiveness of a company’s offerings on the one hand but is a huge organizational challenge on the other hand.

Smart product design

Smart design refers to design that is easy, quick, and – most importantly – correct in the first iteration. KBE-based design fulfills these assumptions. Solutions of KBE class contain expert knowledge about how, when and what needs to be done, identified, gathered and further processed by a computer system, allowing its easier application in new projects. A formal description of rules applied by the design engineers helps process standardization and allows automation of repeatable tasks in the design process [15–17]. Application of solutions based on knowledge description at an early stage of product development also decreases costs of the whole project and facilitates selection of the best solution [18]. Building and implementation of a KBE system in a design process of variant products can be a way in which a company can realize assumptions of the MC strategy [15, 19].

The most important reason to consider building a KBE system is, above all, the possibility of rationalization of the design process. It is estimated that approximately 80% of design time is spent on routine tasks [20, 21]. Acceleration can significantly help optimize the whole product lifecycle and cause certain savings. This is why a basic advantage of using KBE solutions is the possibility of automation of repeatable tasks [22], simultaneously influencing capabilities of realization of creative work [17].

Problems of gathering, representation and application of knowledge in KBE-class computer systems are dealt with by the knowledge engineering, which is known as a branch related to creation of knowledge databases and use of semantic technologies to process knowledge through computer systems, including:
• identification of knowledge sources,
• acquisition (obtaining) of knowledge,
• representation of knowledge,
• analysis of identified knowledge,
• creation of bases and repositories of knowledge,
• searching, accessing and sharing knowledge.

Effective application of knowledge in a design process requires its proper acquisition and correct recording in a knowledge database. These apparently obvious activities actually present a number of huge challenges for engineers, causing 80% of solutions of this type to be prepared in an immediate manner [15]. This happens in spite of available standards of building of KBE systems, which have been present for years and are aimed at ordering knowledge processing procedures. Examples of these standards are methodologies such as MOKA, KNOMAD or KADM [21–23].

An example that presents how to obtain smart design by use of KBE is a system for automation of couplings used in sanitary installations [12]. The authors of this solution assumed integration of configuration and product variant design processes in a way to automatically generate technical documentation of a product and its production tools in a CAD system (Fig. 3). Realizing requirements of MC, regarding participation of a recipient in a design process, a dedicated user interface was created, available from the WWW browser level. Moreover, the developed system partially comprises automation of manufacturing process preparation of a new product variant thanks to specially developed generative CAD models and CAM machining process templates. A strong advantage of the solution is the data flow in a project – it allows preparation of the whole technical documentation without participation of qualified engineering staff. Therefore, the system of smart design on the basis of KBE can be a foundation for all activities in a smart factory. e processes of sales, design and manufacturing preparation (Fig. 4) [24, 25].

![Fig. 3. Architecture of a system for design of installation couplings [12].](image)

Fig. 3. Architecture of a system for design of installation couplings [12].

Not only KBE can decide about effectiveness of smart design. Shortening the time of building a prototype of a product and its verification is a domain in which virtual reality (VR) can be applied. Virtual reality systems are increasingly used in engineering design. An example of such an approach is an interactive system of a city bus configuration – a software application that aids th

Virtual Reality is a basis of smart design here, as it facilitates verification of recipients’ own ideas and comparison of different vehicle variants (selection from a few hundred options). An integrated computer system was developed, in which the configuration can be realized remotely – through the Internet – or locally, at the company’s location, using VR-based visualization. The configuration data was integrated with a PLM system present in the company and partially with a CAD system. In the latter, on the basis of configuration results, an initial model of seat arrangement in a bus is built automatically and can be used for further work by the design engineers.

![Fig. 4. Architecture of a city bus configuration system [24].](image)

Fig. 4. Architecture of a city bus configuration system [24].

Hybrid prototyping

A good design is not made by accident. Features that a product receive during the manufacturing process, even if they fulfill technical and functional requirements, are not worth much if they do not respond to a client’s expectations. Verification of a virtual prototype is often insufficient and a physical prototype must be prepared. Building a prototype by use of traditional manufacturing technologies requires time and significant investments. However, if this stage cannot be omitted in a creative process,
other methods and tools should be used in the smart design approach.

A promising solution to this problem seems to be integration of rapid prototyping techniques with VR. Both these technologies are sometimes classified as belonging to the so-called time-compression technologies [26]. In the case of rapid prototyping techniques, a prototype is produced directly from a digital model of a product and the time of obtaining the prototype is usually much shorter than by use of conventional manufacturing technologies [27]. In the case of VR, the time shortening effect is achieved mostly by implementation of so-called virtual prototyping, meaning creating a digital prototype highly similar in some aspects to a real product, and then performing necessary tests and studies on it, without the necessity of building a physical prototype [28, 29].

In industry, awareness of possible applications of both techniques is still low and if they are used, it happens sequentially and separately (Fig. 5, paths A, B and C) – a virtual prototype has no connection with a physical one. A new approach to this issue is known as hybrid prototyping (Fig. 5 – path D). It assumes connection between models and prototypes obtained using rapid prototyping techniques with interactive virtual prototypes [26]. Physical models manufactured by the RP techniques (usually in layered manner) are used in connection with advanced VR devices (such as haptic manipulators or tracking systems) as tools for interaction in a virtual environment. This helps to increase realism of VR simulations and opens entirely new areas of simulation, especially in an ergonomic aspect.

Fig. 5. Time-compression technologies in manufacturing preparation [26].

The most important component of each hybrid prototype is always a VR application. A “VR application” needs to be understood as a closed whole in programming terms, which contains virtual models of objects placed in an appropriate environment with interaction and immersion ensured for the user [30, 31]. The two basic VR application types are: single object oriented (usually an object is a virtual model of a specific product) and scene oriented. The most popular engineering VR applications nowadays are, among others, virtual simulation of operation, service, assembly and disassembly [32], virtual workplaces [27, 31] or product configurators [24, 33]. Depending on the lifecycle phase of a product, at which a VR application of a specific type is created, it can be used to test functions of a product, train the staff or visualize the product for sales and marketing purposes [26].

Hybrid prototyping, thanks to integration of physical models with interactive, immersive VR applications, has wide perspectives of development. Because of a plethora of potential applications, especially in production engineering, but also, e.g., in biomedical engineering [34], which allows the assumption that this way of application of rapid and virtual prototyping will soon be widespread. That is because in this approach, advantages of traditional, tangible physical prototypes are joined with rich possibilities of computer-generated visualizations and intuitive interaction ensured by advanced VR systems, which in consequence allows a high realism of simulations to be obtained. A disadvantage of hybrid prototyping is the significant cost of development of these solutions, which limits the scale of commercial applications.

Smart production control

Realization of MC strategy introduces a number of huge challenges to processes of production control. They have a direct influence on effectiveness of use of available resources and of obtaining aims regarding efficiency and costs of production. Fulfilling variable requirements of clients requires systematic solutions in the scope of production scheduling, material flow monitoring and analysis and decision making. In this context, smart production will be possible if assumed control methods will enable dynamic reaction on external and internal factors that have an influence on the functioning of a production system. This is why these methods must take specificity of a production system and manufacturing processes into consideration [35, 36].

From the viewpoint of smart production, the most important aim is synchronization of material flow in a production system. Starting from coordination of material supplies, through the flow of production between subsequent resources, and end-
ing with preparation of a supply and shipping products to a client. Design and process knowledge of manufactured products is a base for decision making here. Considering the diversity of client requirements, applied methods of scheduling must take into account a possibility of producing products using various manufacturing resources. It allows quick reaction as a result of appearance of new orders or factors disabling their use. This is why it is increasingly important to strictly integrate scheduling with the production planning processes.

As a result of so many factors, which need to be taken into consideration during preparation of a production schedule, it is a necessity to implement methods that allow introduction of dynamic changes (fast dynamic scheduling) [37]. Additionally, a scheduling process should be realized on the basis of material flow variants that are possible to realize. It allows selection of the most effective material flow on the basis of given criteria, e.g. use of production resources or the shortest realization time (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Process of control of production flow.

An effective production control can be realized only in the case of having the necessary knowledge regarding phenomena and interaction in the production flow. A solution in this area is to introduce the internet of things concept into the production control processes, along with augmented reality.

The internet of things is a concept in which identifiable objects can directly or indirectly gather, analyze and exchange information using a computer network. This solution allows data regarding the material flow and operation of machines and manufacturing devices to be obtained. On that basis, with use of analytical models, it is possible to forecast negative results of occurrence of a specific event, such as a malfunction, error in the work of a machine or exceeding standard time of performing a production task. Thanks to this, it is possible to consider these factors in the development of a production schedule, but it also makes it possible to plan the maintenance work or to order spare parts in a more effective manner.

There is no doubt that the internet of things allows correct decisions regarding machine operation to be made or material to flow faster; nevertheless, the final decisions are always made by a human [38].

Existing solutions in the area of automated production and industrial automatics allow use of the internet of things concept for strict information integration of manufacturing devices in the area of cyber-physical systems. Through controllers and sensors, these systems monitor and analyze data from the production processes, while the communication devices allow mutual interaction between production resources in real time. As such, a cyber-physical production system is created, characterized by autonomy of decision making with no human engagement [39, 40].

Use of solutions to join real objects or production processes with real-time generated digital objects increases the speed at which information is obtained. They are solutions out of the AR area, allowing online information sharing. As such, it becomes possible to make rational decisions at the moment of occurrence of problems or deviations during realization of production orders.

An idea of smart production, when fully realized, will also allow realization of the MC concept, but only under a condition of implementation of solutions that allow decisions to be made based on reason as a result of dynamic changes in a production system. Only then it is possible to achieve the required flexibility of a production system on an organizational level and not only on a technical level.

Conclusions

It is the opinion of the authors’ that smart design and production control are necessary elements of a smart factory of the future that is able to realize the MC strategy. Only then will it be fully possible to utilize the manufacturing potential of a company with modern technical resources and in compliance with the Industry 4.0 concept.

In order to fulfill the elementary idea of the MC concept, which is supporting each client with individualized products, application of automated and knowledge-based design systems is invaluable. The
authors believe that further development of the KBE systems should focus on preparation of standards of gathering and processing of knowledge, especially in the field of hybrid design. Generally, there are no tools that allow selection of proper VR and RP techniques for a given process, as well as evaluation of automation potential of a given variant product (regarding current market needs and necessary workload). In the authors’ experience, without conducting such analyses, building smart design solutions may not bring expected benefits, the lifecycle of such systems will be short, and design engineers will return to traditional design methods after a certain time.

Diversity of variants of products is also a challenge in terms of scheduling and production control, with assumption of effective utilization of available production resources and synchronization of material flow in a production system. Available solutions – methods or systems aiding the production control processes – must be capable of processing large amounts of data, which will be subjected to analysis, allowing rational decisions related to the material flow to be made. In such a case, it is most important to obtain current information from the environment of a production system (client requirements) and information regarding availability and functioning of a production system. Realization of such tasks is facilitated, among other things, by the internet of things (concerning functioning of a production system) and efficient exchange of data between computer systems, related, for example, to design or process planning of manufacturing products and to coordination of the material supplies and cooperation.
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